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NO WOMAN IS AN ISLAND:
AN ARCHIVE OF THE ANYWHERES
TI
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E 
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WE HAVE GATHERED THE FOLLOWING PAGES TO ARCHIVE 
OUR TIME HERE IN RICHMOND, VIRGINIA. WE HAVE BEEN 
HERE FOR TWO YEARS, GROWING SLOWLY, MOVING WHEN 
NEEDED TO NEW ANCHORHOLDS TO AVOID DETECTION 
OR ARREST. WE SCRUTINIZE THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT 
LIKE MODERN ARCHEOLOGISTS. WE COLLECT STORIES 
AND SPECULATE ABOUT NEW USES OF OLD THINGS. IT IS 
IMPERATIVE TO BE RESOURCEFUL HERE, AND WE DO SO OUT 
OF NECESSITY BUT ALSO PRACTICE. THESE PAGES WERE MADE 
EN ROUTE, EACH AN EXPLORATION OF THE TOOLS AT HAND 
WHEN ON THE MOVE. THE METHOD OF CREATION IS JUST AS 
IMPORTANT AS THE STORIES THEMSELVES. THE ANCIENTS 
INVENTED STORIES ABOUT THE CONSTELLATIONS IN ORDER TO 
TRACK THEIR ROUTES ACROSS THE EARTH. A CLUSTER 
OF STARS EXISTS CALLED THE SEVEN SISTERS, YET ONLY 
SIX ARE VISIBLE. ACCORDING TO MYTH, THE SISTERS LEAVE 
TO LOOK FOR THE SEVENTH SISTER AND DISAPPEAR BELOW 
THE HORIZON FOR A MONTH. THEIR RETURN TO THE SKY 
SIGNALS THE END OF THE PLANTING SEASON AND THE STORY 
BECOMES ALLEGORY, THE GROWING CYCLE REVEALED IN ITS 
MEANING. LIKE THOSE SISTERS, WE COME AND GO. 
WE TELL STORIES TO TEACH. WE TELL STORIES SURVIVE.
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WHITEBIRD, FLIGHTRISK, N. - A FELLOW NOMAD.
PEARLIES, N. - STAUNCH CONSERVATIVES.
HANZUPS, N. - COPS.
SLUDDITE, N. - SOMEONE OR A GROUP OF PEOPLE WITH REGRESSIVE SEX
EDUCATION PRACTICES, I.E. ABSTINENCE.
LAPCAT, N. - FOLLOWS THE RULES.
PILLGRIM / SANGRETTE, N. -  ONE WHO HANDS OUT BIRTH CONTROL FOR FREE.
CAN BE HARD TO FIND WITHOUT THE PROPER CHANNELS.
PANTSERVATION STATION, N. - PLACE THAT HANDS OUT FREE TAMPONS AND PADS.
MOONSURFING, V. - MENSTRUATING.
HEAVY METAL HICKORY SHAD, N. - A DEADLY DELICACY FISH LACED WITH
ARSENIC AND LEAD THAT GROWS IN THE JAMES DUE TO COAL
ASH DUMPING.
BUS RABID TRANSIT, N. - A PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CREATED IN FEAR
OF BUS-RIDING CITIZENS AND THUS SERVING LIMITED
COMMUNITIES AND ROUND ABOUT ROUTES.
ANCHORHOLD, N. - A PROVEN SAFE PLACE TO STAY.
RO HOUSE, N. -  ANOTHER NAME FOR A SAFE PLACE TO STAY. THE NAME COMES
FROM DESPINA ACHLADIOTI, OR THE LADY OF RO, WHO LIVED 
ON A DESERT ISLAND DURING WORLD WAR II AND FLEW THE 
GREEK FLAG EVERY DAY FROM HER POST.
ARVEE, N. - A MOBILE STUDIO, A VEHICULAR HOME.
HOIST, N. - THE CEREMONIAL FLAG RAISING RITUAL THAT THE ANYWHERES 
PERFORM WHEREVER THEY SET UP BASE. LIKE OUTLAW COLOR 
GUARDS, THEY TAKE TIME TO EXECUTE THIS PERFORMANCE 
BECAUSE THE ACTION IMBUES THE SPACE WITH REVERENCE.
TALL GIRLS, N. - 24 OUNCE CANS OF CHEAP BEERS DRUNK BY THE ANYWHERES
UNDER BRIDGES OR IN GRAVEYARDS .
LIE-FI, N. - A CAFE THAT ADVERTISES FREE INTERNET BUT HAS A TIME
RESTRICTION OR REQUIRES PAYMENT TO AFTER JOINING.
FREEROXING, V. - USING A XEROXING MACHINE FOR FREE OR CHEAP 
SOMETIMES ACCOMPANIED BY MILD TRESPASSING. 
ALSO KNOWN AS FREE TONER.
HACKER, N. - THE ABSTRACTERS OF NEW WORLDS WHO ALTER OR REMIX NEW
 TEXTS FROM THE OLD.
GLOSSARY HAVING THE RIGHT WORDS FOR SOMETHING IS POWERFUL. WE ALSO FIND IT USEFUL TO ENCRYPT 
OUR CONVERSATIONS WITH CERTAIN TERMS TO KEEP 
CERTAIN INFORMATION HIDDEN.
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Let's start from the beginning. The growing population on 
earth has triggered dramatic societal change. Cities spread 
along the coast, building fast and cheap amidst rising 
sea levels. Mines dump coal ash into rivers and acres of 
landfills resemble the hills of the Virginia Piedmont. 
Forests are leveled to make way for oil pipelines and thick, 
fiber-optic cables. We feel powerless against the juggernauts 
of corporations, who shirk their obligations to sustainable 
production and attention to humanity. We believe there are 
other ways of living on this Earth. We have been rent-paying, 
debt-ridden, product-imprisoned. We are struggling to stay 
afloat on 79% of the wage that we should be making.
After that pearly hotbed, the Defenders of the Holy Right to 
Life successfully restricted access to health care, women’s 
clinics across the nation were forced to close. Those still 
open are fire-bombed financially through ever-increasing 
loopholes and legal precedents. We marched. We held 
sit-ins, but dissenters were arrested and held without trial. 
Increasing violence between police and protesters left us 
injured, thin and powerless. Wealth, gender, and sexuality 
discrepancies have forced us to find alternative living space, 
let alone studio space. That world, mired in fixed gender 
roles, ignorance, nine-to-fives, and gated communities was 
asphyxiating. And with a ubiquitous internet connection, 
mobility became a much more attractive solution. 
Thus, we hit the road.
At first, it seemed absurd; fulfilling the requirements of 
staying mobile, yet productive seemed insurmountable. 
All production modes needed to be compact, lightweight, 
inconspicuous, rechargable, dehydrated. We were like 
amateur mountaineers, everything in our back pocket, all 
possesions in our trunk. What tools fit in the pocket studio?
While the challenge was rigorous, we believe that there 
is power in mobility. There is power in making wherever 
and whenever. Mobility allows us to meet anyone. There 
is power in a face-to-face connection. Mobility gives us 
access not only to landscapes, but also people, histories, 
and thus knowledge. 
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We were inspired by existing gangs of women. One of our 
mothers had been part of a women-only motorcycle gang in 
her twenties. Her stories of the freedom found in wresting the 
space the road from its masculine roots enticed us. When all 
the power tools are owned by brothers and boyfriends, that 
shared feminine garage space became unique and heavenly.
BASE is a speculative studio space. It stands for Basic Ambling 
Speculative Environment. It is inhabited and wo-manned by 
the Anywheres. It is our arvee, our house, our studio, our 
epicenter. It is to us what the Media Van was to Ant Farm. 
Here, we store our gear, field notes, and found treasures for 
further study before broadcasting our findings back out into 
the world. We had been running together for months but 
decided to make it official with a bonfire and a cheap bottle 
of wine which the sisters opened with a pair of scissors.
Activities here include designing, sleeping, flag-mending, 
radio-broadcasting, hair-cutting, weapon-making, and 
brainstorming future routes. We spend nights here discussing 
our sexuality, our powers, our dreams. Here, we begin 
redefining former notions of home and shared space.
We raise our flags—faces covered and wearing our custom 
denim jackets—to signal our arrival. We tend to stick to 
urgent processes and repurposed material. We make our 
seats from discarded cuts of renewable bamboo plywood.  
We hang out portraits from simple nails. We print quickly 
using Xerox machines and leave the kerning of our manifestos 
to the monospacing of a typewriter. We sew our flags from 
the scraps of discarded fabric. The flags are made piece by 
piece, working with the materials at hand to create pattern 
and contrasting color to be highly visible. We raise these flags at 
each stop, re-performing a ritual that unites us and refocuses 
our sense of reverence for this particular anchorhold.
We consider ourselves scavengers. We consider ourselves 
nomads. Our nomadic practice is a feminist design practice. 
It questions the value of objects and reasserts the value of 
craft through resourcefulness. We believe in the power of the 
collective voice. We are the Anywheres.
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THE 
QUEEN
JUST ONE OF THE GUYS
JENNY LEWIS
WE 
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K 
THE
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The leader of the gang, age 26. She leads
the gang with an iron fist and a velvet 
glove. She is the vanguard of the 
mobile collective, designing for others 
with pragmatism and environmental 
awareness. Her soundtrack is PJ Harvey’s 
Rid Of Me album. She always wears 
head- to-toe denim because it makes her 
easily recognizable.
SHE ALWAYS WEARS LIPSTICK,
EVEN IF TO SIMPLY STAIN 
THE CIGARETTE BUTTS WHICH 
ARE SAVED IN SMALL PLASTIC 
BAGGIES BY HER LOVERS.
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She was raised by her 5 brothers. A boyish 
teen with long dark hair and always wearing 
overalls, the lack of feminine leadership 
in her life during her young adult years 
went unchecked. A sense of entitlement, 
intimidation, and disregard for the 
environment complimented the ease with 
which her brothers navigated the world. 
Their independence went unquestioned—
their heartbreak never belittled. When they 
pissed on the side of the road, she sat in 
the backseat, waiting for the next rest stop. 
While they always included her and she 
desperately wanted to be one of them, she 
could not fit into their world. 
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When she left home at age 18. She left with strong 
convictions about fairness, the golden rule, and 
a hitchhiker’s thumb. What she didn’t realize was 
that her childhood world, surrounded by brothers, 
accepted unquestioningly even though she clearly 
didn’t fit, was a sweet bubble popped as soon as she 
left the safety of the driveway. Her body predestined 
her for a series of discriminations, denials, and 
plenty of patronizing tones.
She would spend nights developing quick crushes on 
boys. She would go home with them only to sneak 
out of their bedrooms early in the morning. Over 
coffee, the past events would be recounted with cold 
stoicism and ripe loneliness. It wasn’t until she met 
the Outlaw that she laughed about mornings after, 
reveling in a complicated mix of giddiness, shame, 
and curiosity. 
THE OUTLAW TAUGHT HE
R TO RESPECT THOSE 
FEELINGS, TO EMBRACE 
THE WEIRD, TO FIND 
PARTNERS IN CRIME AND
 KEEP THEM CLOSE.
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It was then, that she realized that something had 
to be done. She had lost her community, lost touch 
with herself, her earth, her values. There are other 
ways of living together; a feminist vision of the world 
is one that champions vulnerability, generosity, 
resourcefulness, sustainability, hand-in-hand while 
connecting with nature. 
Before she had tried to fit into a world that wasn’t 
designed for her, in fact, discriminated against her, 
now she took matters into her own hands. She began 
hacking the world for her own gains. She is creating 
space for her voice, her visibility, her needs and 
those of her compatriots.
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I AM THE RINGLEADER, 
THE RADIO BROADCASTER,
THE WOMAN BEHIND THE SCENES, 
THE INITIATOR, 
THE LINING OF YOUR JACKET, 
CLOSE, PROTECTIVE.
THE STEEL PIN KEEPING YOUR SHOULDER INTACT.
AS THE MOTHER, 
THE SPOKESPERSON, 
THE GLUE,
I SEE HOW WE ARE MORE THAN 
THE SUM OF OUR PARTS.
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ROAD, RIVER AND RAIL
COCTEAU TWINS
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She has been roaming
 since her childhood i
n Roswell, 
New Mexico. Always ta
ll and gangly, she had
 trouble 
doing any kind of spo
rt requiring coordinat
ion. 
She could run like hel
l, with a stride of a 7-f
oot man. 
She would cut school 
and spend hours walk
ing late 
into the night in the e
mpty desert. She has 
always been unusuall
y empathetic, as if sh
e 
possesses a sixth sens
e. 
She felt in the desert s
ome other energy. She
 would 
blindfold herself and m
eander in an attempt t
o find it. 
Because of her sensiti
vity, she was unable t
o hold 
a job. She was fired fo
r weeping at the hardw
are 
store when her custom
er got a splinter from 
a rough 
fencepost. She was kic
ked out of a library fo
r being 
overly stressed like th
e students around her
. Unable 
to support herself thr
ough school, she bega
n to 
wander more, for days
 at a time.
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She has a tendency to over analy
ze text messages, 
and once, in frustration, lobbed 
her phone 
southwards off the bridge on rou
te 380 eastbound 
into the tiny Pecos River. It spark
led in the blue New 
Mexico sky before landing with a
 lackluster plink 
into the shallow muddy water. W
hile the gesture was 
by no means a feat, it triggered i
n her a tremendous 
wave of freedom. It was after thi
s swing and release 
that she embraced wandering.
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When she met up with the Queen, she had been 
wandering for 4 years and 37 days. It was late August 
in the Blue Ridge Mountains, sweaty and still. When 
hitch-hiking, she was aware of all the warnings 
issued to her. “Be careful, be safe,” said the attendant 
at the popcorn stand on top of Afton Mountain. As if 
he had a stake in her well-being. 
The Queen swerved across the road towards the 
long-legged shadow of the Wanderer. They became 
fast friends, eager to create a space for women to 
share their stories. A space built in defiance of a 
the codes of ownership imbedded in masculine 
construction; She was inspired by her own hitch-
hiking experience and the comfort she found in the 
female carspace.
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The Queen pulled up beside her, windows down.
“Hop in.”
She saw all sort of things as she ambled. 
She saw syringes, broken glass, rotten teeth, and 
abandonment. She also saw blue skies, free burgers, 
and insider tips. She slept on loading docks and in 
national parks. She went swimming in abandoned 
quarries and once wandered onto the top secret 
Mount Weather bunker in Central Virginia.
She sees her choice to
 walk as a political sta
nce for 
slow processes in a fa
st, digitally enamored
 world. 
In her free time, she s
tudies significant phil
osophers 
and artists such as Wa
lter Benjamin, Jean-Ja
cques 
Rousseau, Hamish Fu
lton and Richard Lon
g.
Walking for her is an a
ct of intellectual freed
om. 
She began walking to 
take time to clear her 
head. 
When the Anywheres a
rrived in Richmond, s
he began 
collecting objects from
 the street, establishin
g 
routes around the city
 to make a point abou
t the 
pragmatics of walking
. 
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She is the most quiet 
in the gang. She will m
ake 
obscure comments as
 if she had tuned into 
the wrong 
conversation. She doe
sn’t use traditional ma
ps when 
she leaves BASE. She l
earned to orient herse
lf in time 
by the sky and in spac
e by plants. She listen
s to the 
yellow pines and the f
erns she encounters in
 the 
Virginia wilderness. Sh
e learned much of wh
at she 
knows from backcoun
try survival guides an
d living 
off the land in betwee
n rides. It is with the s
ame 
sensitivity that she re
ads the way-finding ca
rds that 
guide her. These are c
ards made through a s
eries of 
drawing sessions mad
e with the Queen. The
 symbols 
each signify an action
 and when read in seq
uence 
become a series of dir
ections.
The cards are laid out
 in a line of three with
 the 
an additional two card
s at the top and the bo
ttom. 
She interprets the icon
s in relation to each o
ther, 
analyzing their compo
sitional hierarchy and
 
proximity. The icons a
re then translated into
 a haiku 
or simply a series of d
irections which spur h
er in a 
new wandering direct
ion. She also uses thes
e clues to 
lead her to new foragin
g sites.
The process is about c
hance and intuition. H
ow does 
she re-configure the s
ymbols of the cards a
nd their 
visual hierarchy to mak
e meaning, to orient? O
nce she 
has those instructions,
 she finds what she nee
ds, being 
careful to spray the see
ds not ingested back in
to the 
wild so she does not d
isrupt the natural ecos
ystem 
of the highway side. Th
is is the way she hacks
 the 
landscape, blind but no
t unseeing. 
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ARMY DREAMERS
KATE BUSH 
TH
E SC
O
UT
The scout is a mobility guru. She has 
spent her years studying and designing 
ways of maintaining a flexible body. 
She has always been moving her body; 
running, climbing, dancing, stretching. 
Each morning begins with stretches and 
a slice of grilled ham on cheese grits. She 
moves to calm her mind. 
She grew up in Baxterville, Mississippi 
just south of Hattiesburg. She was a 
Girl Scout Cadette and learned her 
orienteering skills there.
She was raised Baptist, the only church in 
a one-stop town. At Sunday School, she 
raised her hand and delivered the 
earth-shattering observation with 
a striking deadpan expression that 
“obviously God wasn’t real.” It was 
her first stab at a stark realism which 
permeates her persona and is often 
mistaken for needless abrasiveness.
In any case, those bible-squeezing kids 
instantly ostracized her.
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So she spent time alone, exploring the 
nearby Salmon and Sterling Nuclear Test 
Sites from the 1960s. During that era, 
the government initiated underground 
detonations in the local salt caves. She 
started to think the radiation leaking in 
the earth there kept away neighbors.
And she liked that.
The longest she stayed out was 5 nights, 
vigilantly writing what she saw, ate, and 
thought. This was all recorded in a worn 
sketchbook stolen from her mother’s 
writing desk. She noted the weather, 
the time of day, the humidity, and the 
general cloud cover.
She threw out her Girl Scout tricks for 
survival: chewing gum helps you stay 
hydrated, paper clips can be used for 
fishing lures. The only trade secret she 
held onto was that the light of a cell 
phone can be used as a flashlight shortly 
before calling home for a ride.
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She began collecting images of flotsam 
on the streets of Richmond, recording 
textures and intriguing juxtapositions. 
When her eyes became tired, she used the 
camera to record the light. 
She created a set of goggles tuned to her 
investigations. These were old science lab 
goggles, used for protection and adorned 
by her fellow member, the Dreamer, 
with false eyelashes "to give them some 
glamour, some raffinement!"
She was curious as to the underlying 
rhythms of the sidewalks and the 
mechanisms that propelled Richmonders 
down the sidewalk, across streets. What 
traces did this leave? What does this 
cloud look like under a microscope? 
What is that couple over there in the 
park pointing at? What is the barometric 
pressure on a summer afternoon in 
Richmond, VA?
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She worked a desk job at call center for 
3 weeks before leaving for lunch on a 
Thursday and never returning. Several 
months later she was protesting the stiff 
experience to the Dreamer, when they 
decided to design a sport suit.
Actually, the two of them worked 
together on the suit and the clash of 
ideologies nearly split the gang in two. 
The suit features roomy pants and a 
short tank with pockets for tools such as 
an iPhone or X-acto blades. The pattern 
screenprinted on the suit is a mixture of 
microscopic plant textures rendered in 
hot pink, another indulgent move by the 
Dreamer. The Scout insisted on canvas. 
During Year 01, the suit became a 
uniform for the Dreamer, and the two of 
them wore an unlikely pair of contrasting 
uniforms: the pink print and brown 
corduroy were out in orbit and down to 
earth, respectively.
Her other obligations at BASE include data 
collection for weather reports, a strange 
combination of shaky video footage and 
current temperature readings. 
She spent several weeks in October 
surveying three sites at Kingsland Marina, 
Libby Hill Overlook, and Riverside 
Drive. She explores place by taking note 
of texture, temperature, language and 
barometric readings. The other sisters 
suspect she was investigating a local 
motorcycle girl gang based on a series of 
Facebook messages found on her profile 
to members of the Litas Richmond, a 
local all-girl motorcycle gang.
Just like she looked for some trace of 
the nuclear tests outside Baxterville, 
Mississippi, she visited these sites over 
and over again. She was searching for some 
new shred of evidence, testing evaluating; 
she is seeking the perfect rest-stop.
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BIG TIME SENSUALITY
BJORK
THE D
REAM
ER
The Dreamer is an eccentric. When asked on public 
television why she protested the defunding of the 
women’s center in Richmond by standing in front of 
the state’s capitol, she simply said, “magic is real.”
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She is the type of person to plant a cactus garden 
in mid-winter. She spends much of her time 
within the ten square inches of her smartphone 
screen; the infinite scroll is her buffer between 
sleeping and waking, dreams and reality.
She always considered the Galapagos Iguana to 
be her spirit animal, perpetually sunning itself on 
a rock, completely chill. In fact, her words come 
tumbling out of her mouth, her emotions are worn 
on her sleeve, and her hair is prone to bouts of 
impulsive mullets or mohawks.
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She practices petty theft from department stores. 
Although once she stole a red jacket from a 
small, unassuming mom-and-pop thrift shop in 
Wyoming, but only made it ten miles down the 
road before the guilt consumed her.
She claims her great grandmother was Katherine 
Hepburn and remains bitter that she has never 
seen any of that Hollywood glory. If she had a 
superpower, it would be time traveling and she 
would return to Seneca Falls to join the Suffragettes.
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However, she does have a sort of 
superpower. She uses her design skills 
to heal—she creates visual, whimsical 
remedies or earnest proposals for 
community remedies. These can be 
anything from a series of power-ups 
rendered on sign posts around the city to a 
research project she named Oasis Station.
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When she arrived in Richmond, she noticed 
there were only a few places to eat. So she began 
developing strategies about how to solve the 
daunting problems of food deserts in the city.
The solution involves repurposing mobile storage 
units as tiny temporary produce stands. The size 
of the storage units is no wider than a standard 
lane width so they can concievably be parked 
anywhere in the city without parking restrictions. 
The communities most in need of fresh food 
would be asked to staff the units in a co-op based 
rotation in lieu of viable volunteers. The parked 
corner stores would open during hours to best fit 
with neighbor’s work schedules. 
The project seemed possible. The calls made 
to local storage service providers revealed 
low production costs of only $4000. Since the 
companies already possessed the specialty trucks 
to  pick up and set down the units, they would 
only need to activate—or hack—the existing 
infrastructure to mobilize the Oasis Stations. The 
Scout helped her draw plans to outfit the interiors 
with drawers that closed during transportation. 
She researched flat-packing, temporary housing 
formats to understand how to make the most of 
small spaces. She added exterior shelving and an 
awning to protect customers from the elements. The 
proposal stalled in it's renderings as a result of the 
Dreamer's zealous eyes; she is easily distracted.
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Breathing, I unsheathe my talons, 
my words. 
The night is my friend 
but it is to the earth I feel akin. 
My heart is on fire 
with the passion 
of experience, yet 
it wallows in the greatest questions 
I can only grasp for fleeting moments. 
It is with my words 
and my eyes 
that I will unthread these questions 
from the overwhelming quilt that shrouds me. 
I stand here today, my feet spread 
and my mind sharp. 
My heart is soft and pain is immediate. 
Why haven't I hardened?
THE  O U T L AW
SPAIN
MR. TWIN SISTER
The Outlaw is hard to describe in a few 
sentences. Perpetually defying thhe rules, 
she resists categorization and stereotype.
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She dresses like an outlaw, complete with a 
full-length skirt and ratty cowboy boots.
She wears a t-shirt with the words 
'off-limits' written across the chest 
and socks patterned with blue and red 
daggers, just like the knives she makes 
out of old saw blades.
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She is that friend that soccer moms referred 
to as 'bad news' because she refused to shave 
her armpirts and kept whiskey in her locker. 
Perpetually staring out from dark, heavy bangs, 
people are often taken aback by her cold glances. 
However, her frostiness is but an act 
to keep away the mouthbreathers 
and time-wasters. She is known as 
the Outlaw because she refuses to 
wear anything but a pair of ratty 
cowboy boots which she sleeps in. 
However, she is breaks from the cheap 
romantication of the western outlaw. 
She spends most of her time on the 
internet, mining the cyber deptsh for 
pixels, words, images, film stills. She 
uses this data in her video projects.
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She will spend all night serenading 
strangers at karaoke bars just as soon as 
she will sleap someone across the face 
who tries to grab her ass.
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The only utensil she uses is her pocket knife 
which she sharpens in her spare time with 
a rough stone tile that she pried off the 
bathroom floor of a coffee shop.
She taught the Queen to let loose. 
She taught the Dreamer how to steal. 
She has never paid outright for anything. 
She is the master of the bootleg.
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She engages the world wondering if she can 
program herself to think like a pixel:
 red green blue
 red green blue
 red green blue
Worried that her messages don't communicate 
directly enough, she creates with low-fi graphics. 
She makes sure to use the baseline amount of 
kilobytes to ensure the images are uploaded and 
downloaded quickly across all communication 
channels. She tends to hide behind these pixels. 
Her laptop is her lifeline. She respects it in the same 
way a farmer respects her soil or a woodworker 
respects her square.84
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She reproduces the mined material into a series 
of video collages. These collages are made on 
the fly, pulling material from old spaghetti 
westerns, motorcycle GoPro footage, videos 
of herself dancing. She then layers these with 
still images of UFOs, slick textures, and overtly 
feminine images. She uses the screen capture 
feature to record how she then reconfigures 
or choreographs each element around the 
screen. Because data is endless, what becomes 
valuable is her timing. Meaning is made from 
the recontextualization of each series of videos, 
text, and images.
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She thinks about the space of 
the desktop as her living space. 
With each arrangement, she is 
acutely aware of the particular 
feng shui of the screen capture 
window.
Over time however, he process 
slowly blends into the noise of the 
multitudes of Tumblr, Flickr, and 
Instagram users who are 
self-enunciating a personal 
interpretation of feminine style. 
The pixels become the threads of 
her personalized denim jacket.
She showed up at BASE one day after 
crossing the Kentucky-Virginia state line 
to evade an assault charge on a protester 
outside a Planned Parenthood. Other than 
that, nobody knows where she came from. 
This includes the Queen who sleeps next 
to her. When she arrived, she looked like a 
thundercloud—ready to spit, ready to cry. 
She paused at the threshold as if waiting from 
some coincidental sign, some feed refresh. 
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Her calculated vagueness leads the 
rest of the Anywheres to believe that 
something more sinister went down 
in Kentucky. The Scout has already 
checked her knives for evidence.
And, while her talons stay 
seathed when at BASE, one fact 
persists—the pixel is her political 
power. She wields wifi like a 
knife, dispatching media swiftly 
and seamlessly with other digital 
dwelling women.
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WE RAISE OUR FLAGS. WE HAVE ARRIVED.
OUR JACKETS ARE EMBROIDERED WITH THE WORDS 
ANYWHERE BECAUSE WE DON'T HAVE A SINGLE, FIXED 
LOCALE. WE HARKEN FROM ALL OVER. 
WE CAN EXIST ANYWHERE.
92 93
HI THERE, THIS IS Q SPEAKING TO YOU DIRECTLY FROM 
BASE RADIO—A PIRATE RADIO STATION NOT ONLY FOR 
THE LIBERATION OF WOMEN BUT FOR THE RE-POPULATION 
OF THIS WORLD WITH WOMEN’S STORIES. TONIGHT, WE 
HAVE SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR YOU. WE FORGO OUR USUAL 
PROGRAMMING, PAST POSSES, FEMALE FIGURES IN DESIGN 
HISTORY, IN ORDER TO SOUND OFF FOR THE ANYWHERE 
GANG. WE ARRIVED, WITH RAGGED HAIR AND STICKY 
EYELIDS. WE TRIPPED, RAN, AND WANDERED IN HERE, 
LOOKING TO SHAKE UP AN ALIENATED, SINGULAR MINDSET 
THROUGH COLLECTIVE PRACTICE. WE CANNOT SPEAK FOR 
EVERYONE AND WE CERTAINLY CAN’T SPEAK FOR ALL WOMEN. 
BUT WE OFFER THESE PARTICULAR VOICES TO YOU BECAUSE 
5 VOICES ARE BETTER THAN NONE. TONIGHT WE RAISE OUR 
FLAGS, AND STOMP OUR FEET. IT STARTS WITH A SONG FOR 
ALL YOU LISTENING OUT THERE RICHMOND—TO THOSE OF YOU 
IN THE CAR, IN THE SHOP, ON YOUR WAY HOME, ON YOUR 
WAY OUT—YES YOU IN YOUR APARTMENT IN YOUR UNDERWEAR, 
YOU ESPECIALLY, GET READY TO DANCE. TAKE THIS MOMENT 
TO DANCE TOGETHER, TO TAKE UP SPACE TOGETHER, TO 
RETURN TO THE SPIRIT. AND REMEMBER ALWAYS, NO WOMEN 
IS AN ISLAND.
The Anywheres use BASE to research female 
visibility in America. We are inspired by the 
in-depth study of spatial awareness, personal 
memoir, and gender politics, specifically on the 
American highway system. We use photography, 
walking and object collection to research 
the intersection of language and locale, of 
narrative and object. This design practice is a 
feminist practice, supporting sustainability and 
recreation. It champions a collaborative design 
scheme and democratizes the design process. 
It dismantles the notion of a rockstar designer, 
swapping the singular genius out for a plural 
studio or design collective. 
We spent a long time trying to figure out how 
to share this information to other like-minded 
designers. This is where the idea for the internet 
radio station evolved from. Projecting through 
the radio waves, we discuss recent pearly 
developments, wild project ideas, and nearby 
Pillgrims and how to find them. We reminisce 
about past encounters, and discuss our heroes. 
An abundance of alternative feminist visions 
of the current hyper-global reality become 
essential to woman’s right to a sustainable 
future. These artists and designers challenge 
the current fixed dogma.
The following is a summary of our shows on 
key female historical figures in the design world 
from whom we draw inspiration and consider 
allies: those we hold dear, those we aspire to be!
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EPISODE 1:
Straight off the bat, we investigate female 
nomadic figures in literature. Authors such as 
Alexandra Gasner, Vanessa Veselka, and Erika 
Lopez argue that female nomadic narratives 
are essential for providing critical discourse 
on the political mobility of women in America. 
Gasner collects female road narratives, using 
the plethora of refugee narratives to illustrate 
the privilege of mobility. Veselka and Lopez 
use memoir to parse out prejudices and 
assumptions that are made about women on the 
road. They both track the glittering Manifest 
Destiny with less abandon than their mid-
century predecessors due to intolerances they 
faced based on their gender. 
EPISODE 2:
We use photography in two main ways: as a 
method for promoting our vision and values, 
but also as an excuse for going places, an 
impetus. This episode we consider two young 
photographers, Suzanna Zak and Missy 
Prince, who explore rural America in search 
of imagery which parses out escapism and 
meditation. Zak’s images and installations 
record adventures through images, ephemera, 
and written poems. Prince uses collections of 
images to represent quiet or slow places in 
America, often turning her eye on the banal and 
rendering the mundane mythical. She describes 
her exploration as meditative, using her lens to 
search for an inner state in the outside world. 
EPISODE 3:
A nomadic practice can be plural, educational, 
and collaborative. This episode we talk 
about social practice looking specifically at 
photographer, Wendy Ewald. Working with the 
media education center Appalshop in Kentucky, 
Wendy spent 5 years educating rural, young 
students in photography and film-making. 
EPISODE 4:
We were asked recently if we were lesbian 
separatists. Nope, not at all. We see the 
connection but believe that move is outdated 
and flawed in its exclusivity. No Furies here. 
We believe that these communes sprouted 
from fertile discourse. Yet, Separatists are 
shortsighted, solving patriarchal oppression 
with a utopia that benefits those able to take the 
economic risks of leaving the system. Feminism 
that engages with the existing community 
provides far-reaching solutions that are more 
accessible to women of all economic strata. This 
episode, we look at educational institutions 
where women have created outward-facing 
pockets of space to educate themselves like 
the Bauhaus, Black Mountain College, and the 
Women’s Building at UCLA. 
Founders of the Bauhaus school created the 
institution with hopes for educating and 
designing to heal the world and protect 
the future. Specific workshops, like the 
Weaver’s Workshop, within the Bauhaus 
were offered to women only. The excellent 
in fiber craft transfigured the space into one 
of female economic empowerment. Annie 
Albers propagated conceptual terrain of 
craftswomanship at Black Mountain College in 
North Carolina. Sheila de Bretteville opened 
the Women’s Building at UCLA to create space 
for women to share skills and learn from 
other women in another great example of craft 
education leading to economic empowerment.
EPISODE 5:
A follow-up to last week’s episode, today we 
consider contemporary collectives such as 
General Sisters, A-Z West, and Mildred’s Lane 
who criticize Western capitalism by adopting 
feminist practices as creative principles and 
apply them to every aspect of daily life. We 
have split the episode into three starting with 
General Sisters. The artistic duo, based in North 
Braddock, Pennsylvania use a partially restored 
general store and a community screen printing 
shop to engage with the community and rethink 
ownership and shared space. 
EPISODE 6:
Andrea Zittel’s Wagon Stations in Joshua 
Tree CA, acts as both an investigative artistic 
residency and temporary community. The 
participants in the project explore alternative 
lifestyles including surviving with minimal 
indoor space and testing communal social 
structures through a artist residency program.
EPISODE 7:
J Morgan Puett in Beach Lake, NY also uses 
her historic property as a testing ground 
for an alternative lifestyle that combines 
historical aesthetics, crafts, and communal 
living with contemporary anti-capitalist 
overtones. After years disrupting the high 
fashion systems in New York City through 
large scale storefront installations, she began 
constructing the community at Mildred’s 
Lane. The community functions as a living 
installation and experiment in alternative 
economies or what she calls workstyles. Hers 
is a community where members educate one 
another while also working to maintain each 
other and the property. Mildred’s Lane provides 
a collaborative, maker savvy, and historically-
obsessed framework to counter the singular 
design mindset. She believes in the reclamation 
of the domestic space as a source of power. We 
wonder how she weighs in on the debate about 
wages for housework.
EPISODE 8:
Tereza Rullerová's paper, Action to Surface, has 
been defending the presence of performance in 
design as a method of production. We find her 
thesis to be a welcome twist on the traditional 
singular designer. Through participation, a 
work is produced as a collaboration between 
designer and participant. The produced surface 
is imbued with value because of this action, 
because of its performed history.
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BREAKING CHARACTER
B
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The women at BASE are a speculative 
manifestation—part autobiographical memoir, 
part fiction, part function. In many ways they 
are parafictional.
1
 They reside in a late capitalist 
world that has disregarded climate change and 
whose regressive policies have taken human 
rights of minorities. It is important for the 
Anywhere's world to be familiar in order to give 
these fictions credibility. The function of the 
Anywheres is not simply story but allegory, 
written in hope that readers will leave with a 
heightened sense of  possible futures, possible 
solutions, and a respect for the power of the 
girl gang. The characters allow me to speak 
indirectly but no less urgently on these issues. 
The story stands a critique of these conditions 
and offers up a viable solution—taking cues 
from the street like loud, direct traffic signs 
covered up by the layers of stickers pasted on 
top, vying for equal message attention. They 
use what they have at hand: old saw blades, 
scrap material, natural dyes, cheap toner, and 
repurposed Plyboo. In this way, craft becomes 
political power.
The Anywheres are used to criticize a current 
polarized America, one teetering on the edge of 
regressive legislation regarding women’s health 
rights and non cisgendered bodies. But the real 
goal of the fictional girl gang is to deconstruct 
the idea of the single genius designer. They are 
mobile in an attempt to use but also subvert 
a static architecture, one that in Richmond 
especially, has a twisted history of defensive 
design practices and using immobility to cordon 
off certain demographics and neighborhoods.
2
 
Here lies the gamble: if characters are believed 
as plausible, then revealed as implausible, does 
their story completely lose credit, becoming 
a cheap trick which ultimately cultivates a 
hardened disrespect for those progressive 
views? Or, does the fact that the characters 
are believable reveal to the audience that this 
nomadic collective is possible and powerful? 
After all, it was enough to make someone believe.
3
I see this girl gang as a set of generative design 
criteria. They serve as decision-making tools 
and aesthetic style guides. "Characters are more 
like a set of rules that determine a particular 
outcome," writes Peter Mendelsund in What 
We See When We Read. 
4
 Just the like members 
of the HORT band, a set of three characters 
who are reinvented with each performer and 
performance, I method act as the characters, 
performing everything from sleeping habits, to 
clothing, to body and facial gestures, however 
campy they may be. They are inspired by my 
previous work. However, the characters are 
also informed by interviews with close friends 
and outsider submissions. In this way, they are 
collaborative entities that call into question a 
particular hairy paradox of collaboration: Can 
there ever be true collaboration? Can assuming 
different identities be collaboration even if I 
am simply referencing former selves or former 
performances? I believe that this is where the 
flag-raising performance strengthens my case. 
The characters can be assumed by any woman 
and the residues of those performances add 
collaborative value to the outcome. The same 
set of instructions given to 20 designers will 
yield 20 different outcomes. 
1.    ON P. 54 OF MAKE-BELIEVE, CARRIE LAMBERT-BEATTY 
PROVIDES AN EXTENDED DEFINITION: “A PARAFICTION IS RELATED 
TO BUT NOT QUITE A MEMBER OF THE CATEGORY OF FICTION AS 
ESTABLISHED IN LITERARY AND DRAMATIC ART.”
2.    HERE AGAIN, THE NEAR FICTIONAL FUTURE BECOMES 
NECESSARY, EVEN TOO WHIMSICAL, AS THE ANYWHERES HAVE 
LINKED TOGETHER IN ORDER TO FIGHT AGAINST THESE CURRENT 
AND REAL ISSUES.
3.    LAMBERT-BEATTY GOES ON TO EXPLAIN ON PAGE 61 
IN THE CONTEXT OF PARAFICTION AND PERFORMANCE, THAT 
WHILE THESE FICTIONS ARE MAKE-BELIEVE AND EXIST TO MAKE 
SOMEONE BELIEVE. ON PAGE 73 SHE GOES ON TO VALIDATE THAT 
PLAUSIBILITY AS ESSENTIAL TO NOTIONS OF AUTHORSHIP AND 
SINGULARITY. “BUT PLAUSIBILITY (AS OPPOSED TO ACCURACY) IS 
NOT AN ATTRIBUTE OF A STORY OR IMAGE, BUT OF ITS ENCOUNTER 
WITH VIEWERS, WHOSE VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND 
“HORIZONS OF EXPECTATION” DETERMINE WHETHER SOMETHING IS 
SE
Things get interesting when two characters 
work together. The nature of a design solution 
is a reconciliation of perspectives, morals, 
aesthetics, and on a basic level, type and image. 
The premise is problematic, there is a conflict 
of interests and voices which makes for layered 
but tense solutions. Characters are called 
up depending on context, the nature of the 
problem, and the breadth of the solution. 
The Anywheres have become an identity 
system and through enunciation, they 
become mythological. Each of the character’s 
idiosyncrasies can be read through their visual 
presence. In creating them, I am creating an 
identity system for a system of identities. Each 
of the five characters were collaged together, 
inspired by past projects. Their personalities 
were designed with regards to the solutions of 
those problems. For example, the Wanderer, the 
most mystical, came from an early exploration of 
the rituals and shrouded myths of Tarot Cards. 
Logos reflect the personas of each character: 
the lightning bolt for the brazen Outlaw, a 
hand for the leader, the Queen. I am writing 
characters from characters. The traditional 
identity system is co-opted, re-purposed to 
serve the needs of a fictional girl gang. As their 
visual identities repeat and become fuller, the 
characters and their stories become canonized. 
Just like the ancients told stories about the 
cosmos to pass on the knowledge of navigation 
and seasons, so too do the sisters stories serve 
as myth entangled in the constellation of the 
collective or girl gang. As Joan Didion wrote, 
“we tell ourselves stories in order to live.”
5
 This 
tendency to find stories in images is of course 
central to graphic design. We hone our craft in 
enunciating stories with images.
The Anywheres become a blueprint for a 
nomadic design practice. Their politics and 
presence forms the trial run of a burgeoning 
collection of women, the likes of which are 
popping up everywhere from the Women’s 
Center for Creative Work in Los Angeles to 
The Ardorous, a mostly online collection of 
young female artists and photographers. These 
collectives speak to the growing need for 
women to stick together, the power in multiple 
voices, and the need for a space, physical or 
fictional in which to house these ideas. The 
Sisters are both prototype and momentary 
canon. The Anywheres may be retired to the 
pages of a book which delineates the gang as 
new folkloric “goddesses” of graphic design. 
Their plausibility is precisely what positions 
them perfectly to become a mythology younger 
women designers.
And, lastly, the Anywheres are my own 
mythology. They speak to me through aesthetic, 
through idiosyncrasy, through the disembodied 
radio voice. They have developed mantras, 
idiosyncrasies. They begin to function as role 
models. At the end of the day, they are my way 
of talking about things that are important to me: 
storytelling, craft, courage, sisterhood. 
PLAUSIBLE TO THEM. WHILE SOMETHING SIMILAR IS TRUE OF ANY 
ARTWORK—THAT ITS MEANING IS PRODUCED IN THE ENCOUNTER WITH 
THE SPECTATOR—A PARAFICTION CREATES A SPECIFIC MULTIPLICITY.
4.    ON PAGE 34 OF WHAT WE SEE WHEN WE READ, 
MENDELSUND WRITES ABOUT HOW THE WAY CHARACTERS RELATE
TO THEIR FICTIONAL WORLDS AS MORE INFORMATIVE THAN
THEIR MERE VISIBILTY.
5.    JOAN DIDION, THE WHITE ALBUM, “WE TELL OURSELVES 
STORIES IN ORDER TO LIVE...WE LOOK FOR THE SERMON IN THE 
SUICIDE, FOR THE SOCIAL OR MORAL LESSON IN THE MURDER OF 
FIVE. WE INTERPRET WHAT WE SEE, SELECT THE MOST WORKABLE 
OF THE MULTIPLE CHOICES. WE LIVE ENTIRELY, ESPECIALLY IF 
WE ARE WRITERS, BY THE IMPOSITION OF A NARRATIVE LINE 
UPON DISPARATE IMAGES, BY THE "IDEAS" WITH WHICH WE HAVE 
LEARNED TO FREEZE THE SHIFTING PHANTASMAGORIA WHICH IS OUR 
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE.”
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Anderson, Sini. The Punk Singer. 
Film. Produced by Sini Anderson. USA: 2013.
AN INTIMATE PORTRAIT OF THE FEMINIST RIOT GRRRL MOVEMENT 
AND THE IDEOLOGIES BEHIND THEM. THE PHRASE “GIRLS TO THE 
FRONT” USED BY HANNA DURING PUNK SHOWS IN THE 90S ECHOES 
THE NECESSITY OF BASE BUT ALSO SERVES AS A REFERENCE 
TO THIRD WAVE FEMINISM AND THE PROBLEMS FACED IN THE 
NORTHWESTERN PUNK SCENE.
Bak, Anna. Wilderness Survival: 
A Guide to the Aesthetics of Survivalism. 
Eindhoven: Onomatopee, 2015.
THIS COLLECTION OF WRITINGS, MUSINGS AND IMAGES FROM 
AN EXHIBIT ARE THE RESIDUE OF A RESIDENCY AT THE JAN 
VAN EYCK ACADEMIE IN MAASTRICHT, THE NETHERLANDS. THE 
GUIDE CONSIDERS THE HERMIT ARTIST AS WELL AS PROVIDING 
BOTH DOWN-TO-EARTH, IF CAMPY ADVICE FOR PROSPECTIVE 
SURVIVALISTS. THE TONE OF BAK'S ESSAY IN THIS BOOK 
INFORMED THIS STORY THAT IS AT ONCE AN ALLEGORY AND 
ALSO A GUIDEBOOK WITH INFORMATION SUCH AS HOW TO PACK A 
BUG-OUT BAG AS AN ARTIST.
Borden, Lizzie. Born in Flames. Film. Directed by 
Lizzie Borden. Berlin: Berlin International Film 
Festival, 1983.
THIS DOCUMENTARY-STYLE SCIENCE FICTION FILM FEATURES 
A GANG OF WOMEN-TURNED TERRORISTS. THE FILM EXPLORES 
DIFFERENT FORMS AND METHODS OF RESISTANCE TO RACISM AND 
SEXISM THROUGHOUT ITS STORY. IT QUESTIONS THE VIABILITY 
OF GOVERNMENTAL POLITICAL CHANGE BY FRAMING THE 
NARRATIVE IN AN ALTERNATIVE “SOCIALIST” AMERICA IN 1983. 
THIS SOCIETY MIRRORS THEN-CONTEMPORARY AMERICA IN ALL 
WAYS EXCEPT ITS LABEL. THE NEAR, FAMILIAR FUTURE SETTING 
FOR THE ANYWHERES CAME FROM WATCHING THIS FILM AS WELL 
AS SOME KEY NARRATIVE ELEMENTS SUCH AS THE PIRATE RADIO 
STATION AND QUOTES FROM FLORYNCE KENNEDY.
Dean, Aria. “Closing the Loop,” The New Inquiry 50 
(2016): Unknown. Accessed March 25, 2016. http://
thenewinquiry.com/essays/closing-the-loop/.
A BITING CRITIQUE OF FOURTH WAVE FEMINISM AND THE SELFIE 
AS AN EXCLUSIVELY WHITE, CISGENDERED PRAXIS ATTEMPTING 
TO SPEAK FOR ALL WOMEN AND FEMALE BODIES, WHILE DILUTING 
THE POWER OF THE SELFIE DOWN TO SIMPLE VISIBILITY. SHE 
POINTS OUT THAT TO BE MORE INCLUSIVE ONE MUST NOT ONLY 
BE MORE SPECIFIC AND GOES FURTHER CALLING FOR A MORE 
CALCULATED, AND ARTICULATED USE OF THE SELFIE TO PROMOTE 
VISIBILITY OF BODIES WHO REFUSE DOMINANT IDEOLOGIES. 
THESE IDEAS ARE UPHELD BY THE ANYWHERES.
Dowd, Nancy. Ladies and Gentlemen, 
The Fabulous Stains. 
Film. Directed by Lou Adler. 
Los Angeles: Paramount Pictures, 1982.
THE FILM FOLLOWS A GIRL BAND OF THREE TEENAGERS AND 
THEIR RISE TO FAME. THE COSTUMES AND ATTITUDES OF DIANE 
LANE'S CHARACTER IN THE FILM SERVE AS FICTIONAL IDOLS 
FOR THE QUEEN, INCLUDING HER HAIR STYLE. 
Dunne, Anthony and Fiona Raby. Speculative 
Everything: Design, Fiction, and Social Dreaming. 
London: The MIT Press, 2013.
A SPECULATIVE AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TOUCHSTONE, 
SPECULATIVE EVERYTHING ENCOURAGES PLAUSIBLE AND POSSIBLE 
FUTURES AND PULLING TOGETHER VARIED EXAMPLES THAT 
POSITION DESIGN AS FICTION, INQUIRY, CRITICISM, AND 
EDUCATION WHICH GOT US THINKING ABOUT DESIGNING FOR OUR 
FUTURE, NOT OUR FANTASY. THIS IDEA INFORMS THE CHOICE TO 
PLACE THE ANYWHERE GANG IN A FAMILIAR FUTURE SETTING.
Gamble, Ione. “In Defense of Tumblr Feminism.” 
Dazed and Confused. March 2016. http://www.
dazeddigital.com/artsandculture/article/30679/1/in-
defence-of-tumblr-feminism.
THIS ARTICLE ARTICULATES THE NUANCES OF SOFT GRAPHICS 
THAT DOMINATE FOURTH WAVE FEMINISM FOUND ON TUMBLR, 
ARGUING THAT THE SENSE OF COMMUNITY ONLINE IS ENOUGH 
TO VALIDATE THIS MOVEMENT EVEN IN LIGHT OF ACCUSATIONS 
OF CLASSIST AND EXCLUSIVELY WHITE POINTS OF VIEW. THESE 
AESTHETICS APPEAR SUBTLY IN OUR CHOICE TO MAKE VISIBLE 
AND VALID THE DREAMERS EMOTIONS. HOWEVER, AESTHETICALLY, 
WE TRY TO STICK TO A BRIGHT, BOLD COLOR PALETTE, SAVING 
FRIVOLITY FOR TYPE CHOICES.
Ganser, Alexandra. Roads of Her Own. 
Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2009.
GANSER ANALYZES LITERARY AND FILM NARRATIVES FEATURING 
FEMALE PROTAGONISTS, REVEALING HOW IN EMBRACING THE 
MYTH OF THE AMERICAN ROAD TRIP THIS CANON SUBVERTS THE 
PATRIARCHAL IMPOSITION OF GENDER, SPATIAL, AND DOMESTIC 
ROLES. THE BOOK WAS INCLUDED FOR ITS DECONSTRUCTION OF 
THE ARCHETYPAL BIKER CHIC. THE CHAPTER ON PARA-NOMADIC 
TRAVELERS INFORMED MY WRITING ABOUT A NOMADIC GIRL GANG 
AND THEIR CAT-AND-MOUSE GAME WITH THE DEFENDERS OF THE 
HOLY RIGHT TO LIFE.
Greenwood, Wynne. Tracy and the Plastics. 
1999, Video, Olympia, Washington.
GREENWOOD EXPLORES THE IDEA OF MULTIPLE SELVES THROUGH 
PERFORMANCE AND VIDEO, INTERACTING WITH HER PROJECTED 
SELF PLAYING THE 3 MEMBERS OF THE BAND, TRACY AND THE 
PLASTICS. THIS EXPLORATION OF COLLAPSED TIME, SPACE,  
AND SELF WITHIN THE SPACE OF THE SCREEN SERVED AS AN 
INSPIRATION FOR MY MANIFESTATIONS OF IDENTITY THROUGH 
THE SISTERS AND THE PERFORMANCE OF EACH IDENTITY.
Hebdige, Dick. Subculture: The Meaning of Style. 
London: Routledge, 1979.
HEBDIGE EXPLAINS THE IDEA THAT ALL SUBCULTURES 
ARE REACTIONARY TO A PARENT CULTURE AND CAN ARE 
COMMUNICATED THROUGH THE SEMIOTICS OF CLOTHING STYLE 
AND PERSONAL AESTHETICS. WE REFERRED TO THIS BOOK WHEN 
DESIGNING OUR JACKETS. 
HAS NO SHELVES
Khouri, Callie. Thelma and Louise. 
Film. Directed by Ridley Scott. USA: Pathe 
Entertainment, 1991. 
THE MOST NOTORIOUS ROAD NARRATIVE SERVES AS A WARNING: 
TWO WOMEN HIT THE ROAD AFTER BEING SEXUALLY ASSAULTED, 
KILLING THE RAPIST, AND END UP COMMITTING SUICIDE IN THE 
GRAND CANYON. VIOLENCE LEGITIMIZES THE TWO FRIENDS’ ROAD 
TRIP, FURTHER CRYSTALLIZING THE FEMALE ROAD PROTAGONIST 
AS BOTH A VICTIM AND FUGITIVE. THIS WAS A STORY I DID 
NOT WANT TO TELL, YET AGAIN THE CAMARADERIE OF THE TWO 
FEMALE PROTAGONISTS SERVED AS INSPIRATION FOR THE QUEEN 
AND WANDERER'S INITIAL FRIENDSHIP.
Lambert-Beatty, Carrie. “Make Believe: 
Parafiction and Plausibility,” 
October 129 (2009): 51-84. 
LAMBERT-BEATTY WRITES ABOUT THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 
PARAFICTIONAL ART, CITING SEVERAL EURO-CENTRIC ARTISTS 
AND THEIR PARAFICTIONS. SHE LINKS THE PRACTICE 
TO SKEPTICISM CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 21ST CENTURY 
INFORMATION AGE. THE MOST USEFUL MOMENTS IN THIS ESSAY 
WERE HER DEFINITIONS OF PARAFICTION. SHE EXPLAINS ITS 
FUNCTION TO QUESTION STATUS QUO BY POSING AS IF IT 
WERE POSSIBLE. THIS IS POTENTIALLY HARMFUL AS LIES CAN 
CREATE A FALSE SENSE OF HOPE OR PROMISE. YET THE POWER 
OF PLAUSIBILTY LIVES IN THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FICTIONAL 
SITUATION AS A GENUINE POSSIBILITY. 
Llano Del Rio Collective and Erin Schneider. The 
Utopian State of Southern California, 2014, 24 in. x 18 
in., Central Branch, LA Public Library, Los Angeles.
A SHORT SURVEY OF UTOPIAN THINKERS AND GROUPS THAT RANGE 
FROM 19TH CENTURY VILLAGES TO CONTEMPORARY PROJECTS. THE 
TEXT BRIEFLY EXPLAINS CONTEMPORARY UTOPIAN THINKING, 
SUPPLEMENTING FOUND IMAGES WITH COLLAGE AND HAND-DRAWN 
ELEMENTS. THIS MAP INFORMED ME OF UTOPIAN PRECEDENTS AND 
SEPARATISTS FRAMED BY CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES.
Lopez, Erika. Flaming Iguanas: 
An Illustrated An All-Girl Road Novel Thing. 
New York: Simon & Schuster Inc., 1997.
A QUEER ILLUSTRATED MEMOIR ABOUT LOPEZ’ CROSS-
COUNTRY TRAVELS VIA MOTORCYCLE. THE BOOK SERVED AS AN 
INSPIRATION FOR ONE OF THE SISTERS: THE OUTLAW.
Mendelsund, Peter. What We See When We Read. 
New York: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, 2014.
MENDELSUND DISCUSSES THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THE 
IMAGINED VISUAL OF THE CHARACTER AND HOW WE RELATE 
TO THAT CHARACTER. HE BREAKS DOWN THE WAY CHARACTERS 
ORBIT EACH OTHER ALLUDING TO CHOREOGRAPHY, NOTING HOW 
CHARACTERS BECOME A SET OF RULES AND THUS GENERATIVE. 
THIS LAST PRINCIPLE IS ESSENTIAL TO THE DEFENSE OF THE 
ANYWHERES AS A METHOD OF PRODUCTION.
Rock, Michael. “Fuck Content,” in Multiple Signatures, 
New York: Rizzoli, 2013.
ROCK TALKS ABOUT HOW THE LAYOUT OF A BOOK, OR AS I 
INTERPRET, A NARRATIVE CAN BE ENOUGH TO GIVE IT SWAY 
AS A CRITIQUE, AN ARGUMENT, OR AN AESTHETIC POSITION. 
THIS INFORMS MY CHOICE TO INCLUDE SUPPLEMENTS WRITTEN 
BY OTHER WOMEN INFORMED ABOUT THE PROJECT, TO PUSH THE 
IDEA THAT CONTENT IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE COLLECTIVE 
VOICE OF THE NARRATIVE.
Rullerová, Tereza. "Action to Surface."
 The Royal Academy of Art, The Hague, 2015.
RULLEROVA MAKES CONNECTIONS BETWEEN BODY, ACTION, AND 
SURFACE PRODUCTION NOTING THE USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES 
AS DEMOCRATIC FORMS OF PRODUCTION AND PROVIDING 
A LONG LIST OF CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS 
THAT ADD PERFORMANCE TO THEIR PRACTICE IN ORDER TO 
BETTER PRONOUNCE AND MAKE UNIQUE THEIR MESSAGES. THIS 
THESIS INSPIRED US TO THINK ABOUT DISSEMINATION AS A 
PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN AS THE ASSUMPTION AND PERFORMANCE 
OF OTHER ALIASES.
Scott, Felicity D., “Networks and Apparatuses, circa 
1971: Or Hippies Meet Computers.” 
In Hippie Modernism: The Struggle for Utopia. edited by 
Andrew Blauvelt. Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 2015.
FELICITY D SCOTT'S ARTICLE DRAWS CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 
ANT FARM AND THE WHOLE EARTH CATALOGUE, BUT WHAT WAS 
USEFUL TO US HERE WAS THE CATEGORIZATION OF CUTTING 
EDGE COMPUTER NERDS AS OUTLAWS IN THE NEBULOUS INTERNET 
YEARS BECAUSE THEY OPERATED IN A WORLD THAT HAD YET 
TO ESTABLISH IT’S OWN RULES, A VERITABLE WILD WEST. 
THIS HOTBED OF INNOVATION AND THE GROUPS THAT SUPPORT 
IT, SUCH AS ANT FARM'S MEDIA VAN INSPIRED THE IDEA OF 
CREATING A NOMADIC DESIGN STUDIO. 
Steryl, Hito. The Wretched of the Screen. 
Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012. 32–45.
STERYL'S DECONSTRUCTION OF THE PIXELATED IMAGE REVEALS 
THE NATURE OF LOW-RESOLUTION IMAGES, HERALDING THEM AS 
UNSUNG HEROES. THIS TEXT HELPED THE OUTLAW WRITE HER 
MANIFESTO BY ARGUING THAT THE VALUE OF THE COPIED IMAGE 
LIES IN ITS EPHEMERAL QUALITY, CONTRARY TO THE ORIGINAL 
IMAGE, REPRESENTING IMAGES AS NEW FORMS OF LANGUAGE AS 
SEEN ON INSTAGRAM FEEDS.
Veselka, Vanessa. “The Lack of Female Road 
Narratives and Why it Matters.” 
The American Reader  Vol. 1, No. 4 (2012). Accessed 
October, 2015. http://theamericanreader.com/green-screen-
the-lack-of-female-road-narratives-and-why-it-matters/.
AN EXAMINATION OF PERSONAL EXPERIENCE ALONGSIDE THE 
CANON OF WESTERN QUEST NARRATIVES REVEALS HOW STORIES OF 
WOMEN ON THE ROAD ARE SUPPRESSED, UNTOLD, OR ADMONISHED 
IN ORDER TO KEEP WOMEN STATIC AND TO KEEP WOMEN ON THE 
ROAD INVISIBLE. THE ARTICLE INSPIRED THE DISSEMINATION 
OF STORIES OF FEMALE MOBILITY THROUGH THE AMERICAN 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM AND INSPIRED THE VIDEO MADE DURING THE 
REST STOP RESIDENCY IN DECEMBER WITH NAOMI MOSER AT 
SOUTH OF THE BORDER, IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Zak, Suzanna. Portal Place Paradise. 
Los Angeles: Rock Bottom, 2013.
THIS COLLECTION OF ROAD TRIP PHOTOGRAPHS ARRANGES AND 
BLURS THE NOSTALGIC AND RESTLESS RESIDUE OF TRAVELING 
BY CAR ACROSS THE COUNTRY. THE NON-LINEAR TELLING OF 
PLACE THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHS, POSTCARDS, HAND-DRAWN SIGNS 
INFORMED THE SCOUT'S WALKS THROUGH RICHMOND WITH A 
DISPOSABLE CAMERA.
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DEDICATED TO CARROLL, MY WILD GRANDMOTHER WHO RAN WITH 
THE BOYS AND NEVER HAD HER OWN GIRL GANG. 
A HUGE THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO HAS CONTRIBUTED, 
SUPPORTED, AND PARTICIPATED IN THIS PROJECT INCLUDING 
ANYA SHCHERBAKOVA, NAOMI MOSER, REN SCHWARZ, RACHEL 
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